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PROBLEM Statement - What is the problem our organization is trying to solve?

2.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

a. What is the problem or need that this project is addressing?
   Syrian refugees coming to Lebanon in need of food and clothing.

b. Why does the problem or need exist? Include historical, political, social and economic reasons that explain why your project is needed.
   Political situation (conflict, war, etc..) causing some Syrian families to immigrate their country

SOLUTION Statement - What is our solution to the problem?

2.4 SOLUTION STATEMENT

a. Concisely explain the main goal of your project
   Empowering Syrian refugees' families to survive in hot situations.

b. How are you going to address the problem or need in order to achieve your main goal?
   - Supporting Syrian refugees’ families.
   - Organizing scouting activities for kids.
   - Empowering adults to help people in need.
Project News

Accomplishments

8/26/2015:
What are the final outputs of your project?
ACTIVITY 1 – TITLE: Dry ration food packages distribution
Action: Provision of foodstuffs, distributing of 1 box of foodstuffs, for each family.
Outputs: Giving a hand of help to the Syrian families who are affected and displaced from their home because of the War.

ACTIVITY 2 - TITLE: Scout Recreational Activities
Action: Organizing recreational activities for kids as well as young people in refugees camps.
Outputs: Providing psychological support to kids and youth as well as training them on different scouting and life skills.

ACTIVITY 3 – TITLE: Garment distribution to Syrian Kids
Action: Distributing Summer garments to Syrian Kids
Outputs: Distribution of summer garments to Syrian kids

Describe the significant and positive changes your project brought to your beneficiaries and the factors that played a role in your success.

• Supporting Syrian refuges' families, especially in summer season
• Organizing scouting recreational activities for kids & young people.
• Empowering adults to help people in need.
• Empowering Syrian refuges' families to survive in hot situations.
• Increase the number of adults to plan and organize special activities for youth and kids

Journals

8/26/2015:
interviews and testimonials

• "You gave us a great help and support", one of the beneficiaries.
• "Proud to be a scout", one of the beneficiaries.